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More 3D Effects
There are more sensational 3D transition effects available now or coming soon!  Please visit our

web site (www.crystalgraphics.com) to take a look at some of the 3D transition effects that are available 
now. And more will be coming soon. So be sure to register so we can keep you informed about all the latest
good stuff! 

Crystal 3D IMPACT! Pro
Crystal 3D IMPACT! Pro is the world's easiest to use 3D animation software.  Now it's a snap for anyone 
to add the impact of impressive 3D titles, logos, objects, buttons, and pictures to presentations, web pages, 
banner ads, and videos.  Crystal 3D IMPACT! Pro (Win95 and NT 4.0) sports many innovative features 
such as:
 Visual Wizards   A friendly AutoContent wizard guides you through the 5 steps of lighting, text 

entry, beveling, assigning materials and adding motion.  
 3D Objects Catalog  Enhance your productions with over 145 royalty-free, highly-detailed, pre-built

3D clipart objects, organized in a customizable object gallery.
 Automatic Highlights and Sparkles Placement  With just a couple mouse clicks, you can easily 

and automatically create unique highlights and sparkles to your 3D objects. 
 Automatically Converts 2D Artwork Into 3D  Crystal 3D IMPACT! Pro is the only 3D program 

that can import images as 2D objects and automatically convert them to 3D with a single click.  
 Powerful Lighting Tools  Create and manipulate light bulbs, spotlights, sunlight and ambient 

lighting.  You have complete control to achieve many kinds of lighting effects.
 Soft-Edged Shadows  Creates incredible looking drop shadows and object shadows with a shadow 

edge softness that you can select.
 Object-to-Object Reflections  Selectively adds realistic mirror effects to your 3D objects using 

automatically generated environment maps.
 Ray-Traced Refractions  Produces breathtaking glass effects by using true light-bending (ray-

tracing) techniques. You can even control the amount of light bending to simulate anything from glass 
to diamonds.

 Bump Mapping  Dramatically simulates the bumpy effect of real-world surfaces, with a bump 
height that you control.

…And More!

"The awesome speed, quality, and power are the best I've seen in any product in its class."  
-- Mark Wacholtz

Crystal 3D CD
The easy and inexpensive way to enhance your presentations, web sites, videos and animations!  With over 
75 ready-to-load and ready-to-render 3D models, this is the first 3D model library designed specifically for 
Crystal 3D IMPACT! Pro users.

For More Information
For more detailed information and examples, please visit www.crystalgraphics.com. You can order product
or contact us in any of the following ways:

WEB SITE: www.crystalgraphics.com
E-MAIL: cgisales@crystalgraphics.com
PHONE: (408) 496-6175 

http://www.crystalgraphics.com/
http://www.crystalgraphics.com/
http://www.crystalgraphics.com/


(800) 394-0700 in the contiguous USA only
FAX: (408) 496-0970
MAIL: CrystalGraphics, Inc.

Sales Department
3350 Scott Blvd. Bldg. 14
Santa Clara, CA 95054 
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